A-Maze-ing Spiders
Puzzle by Guy Belleranti

First: Find your way through the maze by connecting letters to spell out the following spiders

CRAB SPIDER       JUMPING SPIDER       BLACK WIDOW
TARANTULA         BROWN RECLUSE        TRAPDOOR SPIDER

You may move forward, backward, up or down, but no letter may be connected more than once.

Second: Write the remaining unconnected letters in order in the blank spaces to spell out an interesting fact.

ALDERJLSPIRDER
RSIMAUKESIDER
IBSPLKMPBSPUTB
NOTALLCINGACAL
TCHPREATWYWKIN
WEBSSORMODIELI
KEWOTNALFSPIDE
RSALUANDETRDOJ
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ANSWER KEY

A-Maze-ing Spiders
Puzzle by Guy Belleranti

First: Find your way through the maze by connecting letters to spell out the following spiders

| CRAB SPIDER | JUMPING SPIDER | BLACK WIDOW |
| TARANTULA   | BROWN RECLUSE | TRAPDOOR SPIDER |

You may move forward, backward, up or down, but no letter may be connected more than once.

Second: Write the remaining unconnected letters in order in the blank spaces to spell out an interesting fact.

Interesting facts about the spiders in the list above:

ALL SPIDERS MAKE SILK, BUT NOT ALL CATCH PREY IN WEBS. SOME, LIKE WOLF SPIDERS AND JUMPING SPIDERS, HUNT PREY.